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Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Oral questions-Cont.

Parliamentary secretaries asking, 1644-5, 1932-3, 2166, 4383, 6597-8
Preceding with preamble or allegation, 6286, 6722
Procedure committee might study, 1131, 1321, 1932-3
Responsibility of Chair under Standing Orders, 2776
Seeking explanation of difference between English and French texts of estimates, not in order, 5057
Statements made outside House

By ministers, 474, 1174, 2017, 2036, 4153-4, 4886-7
By senior public servant, 859, 3955
Referring to committee, 4193-4, 4282

Subject has been referred to committee, 6194
Supplementary questions, 1994, 2909

Regional representation on each subject, difficulty of, 4571
Taken as notice by minister or parliamentary secretary, no provision for answering at later date, 1284
Time lost on points of order and questions of privilege, 1994, 2063, 4887, 5513, 6063, 6194, 6723, 9283
Turning into debate, 4153 , 6063

Petition
In nature of grievance concerned with matter for which jurisdiction bas been assigned to another body, not

received, 7174
Not debatable, 3228
Printing in Hansard, unanimous consent required, 7174

Point of order
Debate rather than point of, 23, 447, 453, 632, 695, 1107, 1186, 1450, 1850, 1852, 1987, 2155, 2193, 2254,

2320, 2711, 3217, 4110, 4114, 4576, 4994-5, 5008, 5166-7, 5179, 5903, 6206, 6415, 6492, 6701, 6723,
7912-3

Debate, scope of, 1017, 1944
Grievance rather than point of, 5143
Indicating briefly, 2240, 4427

Questions on notice, delay in answering, 3195
Member may not speak second time, 4301, 8013
Not to arise from a point of order, 1816
Not to be raised on adjournment hour debate, 892, 2148
Not to be raised to correct remarks of another member, 6687
Not to be used to ask questions, 188, 1044, 2226, 7136, 7651, 7716, 8704
Not to be used to debate a motion under S.O. 43, 991
Not to be used to make allegations, 7786
Not to be used to move a motion, 6582
Raising on matter not before House, 7137

Private members bills
Brief explanation, 7951
Financial initiative of Crown, infringing upon, deferring decision, 444, marginal case, allowing debate

to proceed, 4219
Financial initiative of Crown, possibly infringing upon, not proceeding with at this time, 5474
First reading en bloc, scrutinizing before second reading, unanimous consent, 265
Introduction

Brief explanation, 7389
Expenditure involved requiring royal recommendation, not in order, 6495-6
Explanatory note argumentative, deferring until corrected, 390
Financial initiative of Crown, infringing upon, deferring until corrected, 1264
Financial initiative of Crown, possibly infringing upon, deferring decision, 5535, 5860, 6363, 6462
Withdrawal, may not be made conditional, 6462

Money bill, not in order, 1018, 6690, 7177
Originated in Senate, possibly money bill, deferring decision, 4604, infringes upon financial initiative of

Crown, not in order, 4657-8
Private members hour, using up time with points of order, 529
Private members motion, amendment, possibly substantive, deferring decision, 1807-8, not in order, 1809
Private members motion, scope of debate, 5891-3
Privilege

Administration of House, not a question of, 851
Committee rising without hearing point of order, conduct of chairman, matter should be settled in com-

mittee, irregular to have proceedings of one committee investigated by another, 8384, 8509
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